TIPS FOR MAKING A PROJECT POSTER & INTERVIEW JUDGING

*Poster size is 22 x 28

*Poster is readable from a distance of 10 feet

*Letters for main caption should be at least 1½ inches tall

*DO NOT re-enforce poster with heavier poster board

*Neatness is important

*Legibility is important

*Colors used are eye catching

*Title of poster is grammatically correct

*Avoid using trademark designs

*Use strong adhesive for applying cut outs, letters, etc.

*Read fair book for poster guidelines

*Always interview judge

*Be presentable and dress appropriately for interview with the judge

*How is your poster grammatically correct?

*Explain your poster and what you have done within your project

*Why did you choose this project to do a poster?

*Reading Posters – Be sure to list books read or types of books to complete poster

*Leadership Posters – Be sure to list leadership traits on your poster you have participated in or ones to make a good leader

*Do a notecard for interview judging